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Transit photometry remains one of the strongest indicators of the 
existence of exoplanets: planets revolving a star outside of our 
own solar system[1]. 

Stellar activity presents a common complication in analyses of 
exoplanetary transit observations, as starspots can alter transit 
depths and skew resulting interpretations of the data[7]. We cannot 
image the photospheres of distant exoplanet host stars directly, 
but we can gain some understanding of their starspots by 
studying related chromospheric activity indicators in high-
resolution spectra. While the necessary high-resolution stellar 
spectra require significant observing resources, a cruder 
indicator, the brightness variability of a star as it rotates, is now 
widely available thanks to the NASA TESS mission led by MIT.

INTRODUCTION

• Develop a pipeline for processing stellar activity data from the 
X-Shooter Library and other large star catalogs. 

• Establish relations between common chromospheric activity 
indicators (H-alpha and Ca II H and K line strengths) and 
rotational variability parameters as measured by TESS. 

• Normalize data by studying and implementing related 
parameters.

• Apply pipeline to M Dwarf/Ultracool Dwarf datasets to find 
new relations between stellar parameters.

OBJECTIVES

METHODS

Figure 7 (Top Left). Stellar mass versus 
color index of the XSL. Greater (B-V) 
values indicate redder, correlatively less 
massive stars.

Figure 8 (Top Right). Rossby number 
versus equivalent width. This data 
indicates clustering of stellar activity for 
stars of similar mass and color.

Figure 9 (Bottom Left). Amplitude 
versus equivalent width. Clustering is 
somewhat noticeable for stellar activity 
for stars of similar mass and color.

Figure 10 (Bottom Right). Amplitude 
versus period of rotational variability. 
Data indicates an inverse relation with 
amplitude and period. 

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS
• The TESS pipeline was successfully created and can gather 

data on thousands of potential exoplanet hosts.
• Stellar mass and color indices were correlated over a library 

with a wide variety of other stellar parameters
• This project’s results indicate a potential clustering of stellar 

activity for stars of similar mass and color, though more data 
outside of the XSL should be used with controlled parameters.

• A spin-down relation was corroborated, framing rotational 
variability as a potential indicator of stellar age and solar 
system evolution.

IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The clustering found in the data indicates that chromospheric 
activity levels may be surmised from rotational variability 
parameters, and vice versa. Using TESS’ data on rotation would 
provide a much cheaper and widely available method of studying 
complications in analyses of exoplanet transits observations.
Analysis shows a possible Skumanich-like spin-down relation: a 
decay of angular momentum and magnetic field strength with 
increasing stellar age[6]. Future studies of rotational parameters 
could yield a more detailed understanding of the ages of stars and 
the evolution of solar systems[3].
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Figure 1. Illustration 
of transits and 
occultations[1]. The 
flux of a star-
exoplanet system 
decreases during an 
exoplanet’s transit 
across the host star.

Figure 2. Flux from an 
exoplanet host[7]. 
Stellar activity often 
obscures the exoplanet 
transit depths shown 
here.

Figure 3 (Top Left). Target pixel file from 
TESS. Pixel masks of the centered target and 
background are created to remove scattered 
light from unwanted sources[7].

Figure 4 (Top Right). Normalized flux of the 
TESS TOI HD 358. Sinusoidal variations are 
attributed to uneven starspot coverage made 
apparent through the star’s rotation[2].

Figure 5 (Bottom Left). Lomb-Scargle 
Periodogram of HD 358. Maximum power 
indicates the periodicity most characteristic of 
the target’s rotation[3].

Figure 6 (Bottom Right). H-alpha absorption 
line. The maximum a posteriori solution, 
composed of a double Gaussian fit and a 
continuum profile, provides a representative 
solution to the distribution of wavelengths and 
respective intensities[9].
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Figure 11. Rotational 
variability parameters 
of a subset of 6262 M 
dwarf stars and 
ultracool dwarfs (≈ 
0.3 M☉). These stars 
are within 50 parsecs 
of Earth and are 
prime potential earth-
like exoplanet hosts. 


